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To install an optical thickness gauge in such 
environmental conditions needs careful planning



But let us start earlier:

Many customers have asked us (started in early 21st   
century) for a better, future method for strip thickness
measurement in cold rolling mills.

As a manufacturer of x-ray, Isotope, and contact gauges
we are well known as experts for thickness gauges and 
as fair partners.

Customers' requests for a new way to measure strip 
thickness are understandable. 
Alloys are becoming more complex and are increasingly 
enriched with alloy elements having a strong impact on 
radiometric measuring gauges. 
At the same time, the requirements for strip tolerances 
are increasing. 
X-ray measuring devices can no longer cope with this.



Copper customers have since ever the special challenges
with their alloys. Very heavy alloy elements disturb the
radiometric success.

Customers rolling normal Carbon Steel have so far been 
able to live on a happy island, because the various alloys 
differ only very slightly from each other radiometrically. 

For rollers of stainless steel, but also for rollers of 
normal steels, it has become apparent in recent years 
that the alloys have become more complex. More and 
more often, heavy alloying elements such as 
molybdenum and Cr are used.

Smallest changes e.g. of the molybdenum content 
change the radiometric signal very strongly and simulate 
a completely different thickness. The alloy variations are 
within the norm but interfere with the successful use of 

X-ray measuring gauges. 



Radiometric gauges x-ray / Isotope

e.g. 
C15; C30S; C80U

Complex alloys:

Poor results due to
strong change of
thickness signal with
only minore content
variation

e.g.
X38CrMoV5-3;
X25AlMoPb10-3

Simple alloys:

Successful use



… means combining two technologies that are mutually 
exclusive.

Laser optical systems require:

dry environments with stable temperature. 
Of course, consistent surfaces on which to measure, 
no vibrations and no steam. 

These are good reasons why we, as experts for thickness 
measurement in cold rolling mills, nevertheless needed 5 
years of development time to have a laser thickness 
gauge that can be used instead of X-ray gauges.

To develop a Laser gauge for cold mills …



VTLG Laser Strip Thickness Gauge

designed specially
for Cold Mills



VTLG

 Non-contact

 Independent from the alloys

 Independent from the operator

At AISTech 2016 we explained already in 
detail what are the special features of VTLG 
what allows the use in cold mills. 

We also had a unit on show live on our both.



 Special development for cold mills

 Temperature compensation included up to 180°C strip 
temperature

 Automatic self calibration included (gauge blocks)

 Can measure even on wet strip (up to 500 
mg/m²/side)

 Measures on all strip surfaces without any extra 
adjustment needed

 Strip vibrations do not disturb at all

 More than 100 VTLGs in cold mils worldwide proof the 
success

Why not each laser but VTLG?





VTLG Laser Strip Thickness gauge

designed specially for Cold Mills



Quarto Steel Mill in Italy with VTLG

For normal uses in Cold Mills this equipment is sufficient



For normal applications in cold rolling mills, the basic 
free blowing equipment is sufficient.



Another Steel Mill in Italy

Most often, 
customers
themselves

provide
Strip 

Breakage
Protection
devices



Most often, 
customers
themselves
provide the

Strip 
Breakage
Protection
devices

because the 
only function 
is to be in the 
way when the 
strip breaks, 

so that it does 
not hit the 

VTLG



Simple strip breakage protectors are often sufficient



Simple strip breakage protectors are often sufficient



VTLG in a Steel Mill at Mendritzki in Germany

Simple strip breakage protectors are often sufficient



Simple strip breakage protectors are often sufficient



Simple strip breakage protectors are often sufficient



Very harsh conditions deserve a bit more support



Outokumpu had in this mill before x-ray gauges but 
wanted to change to be independet from the alloy



Very harsh conditions deserve a bit more support



Very steamy 20 high Mill, moveable protection device



Very steamy 20 high Mill, moveable protection device



View from operator side



… during rolling, one of the last passes



Video of the application:

VTLG Laser Thickness Gauge in 
Challenging Boundary Conditions of 

20 High Mill for Stainless Steel



Start-up of this VTLG was in 2019.

Meanwhile as well the second x-ray gauge in this mill is
exchanged against VTLG.

Since then we have commissioned several more VTLGs 
in environmental conditions that we would not have 
dared to approach a few years ago.

We expected today's featured application to be very 
challenging, and it turned out to be wonderfully 
straightforward. 
Since then, VTLG no longer feels 
like a special new product to be used
carefully, but is just as natural as our 
old contact gauges.



Even applications such as in a tandem line between 
stands are no longer out of the question with VTLG.

This could perhaps be a topic for the next presentation 
at the next AISTech.

For today for now: Thank you for your attention


